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U = L/t

The modelled aspects on growth rate comprise a simplified version of the 
model proposed by Reynolds (1989) and since validated on other classes of water 
(Freshwater Biological Association - unpublished). The modified model applied 
here assumes that r* is a direct function of £'2 0* light- and nutrient-
saturated growth rate of an alga at 20C; for a given species,

r’2Q = l.l42(s/v)°-325

(where s is the surface area and v the mean volume of its cells).

The growth rate at another temperature, 0 ,is predicted by:

r = p[1000/(273+20)-1000/(273+e)].r' 20

where |5 = 2388(s/v) ^'^5

The growth rate modified by the length of the day to which it is exposed 
to light of intensity to sustain > ir' . That may be T, the length of the day 
in hours, or ETp, the daily sum of 'light windows' perceived in a turbid, 
mixed column.

ET^ is assumed to correspond to the product, T. z /z , where z —P — —s — m —s
is the depth into the water that a white disc, 30 cm in diameter and attached
to the sampling bottle, remains visible and z is the depth of the water at—m
the midpoint of the sampling station (data in Fig. 5)- Then,

r' x T x z
-  -  — s

24 x z —m

One further precondition to the application of this model is that over the 
reach distance, L, the river must be substantially free of significant 
tributaries, either bringing in large numbers of algae or, equally, providing 
large diluant volumes of algal-free water. Five such reaches were identified 
for this analysis, mainly on the latter premise (see Fig. 3)*
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A (2) Llanidloes to (3) Llandinam (11 km)
B (4) Caersws to (5) Newtown (15 km)
C (6) Abermiwl to (7) Welshpool (17 km)
D (8) Crew Green to (9) Montford Bridge (16.5 km)
E (11) Cressage to (12) Buildwes (9.5 km)

Some solutions of r* are compared with the corresponding observations of 
downstream increase in Table 2, whence t and U are derived. At first
sight, the derived velocities are rather widely scattered about any apparent 
average condition. In fact, there is clearly a general variability anticipated 
due to sample-to-sample differences in the discharge conditions under which 
they were taken, although Fig. 4 would suggest that the river behaviour would 
be comparable among dates of ambient, below-capacity flow. Omitting the
high-flow cases (28 October 1987; 23 February 1988; 27 March) yields mean

-1  -1velocities of the order of 0.1-0.2 m s  in section A, 0.05 - 0.15 m s
in B and C, 0.05 - 0.2 m s  ̂at D and 0.04-0.4 m s  ̂at E. These 
derivations are even more remarkable because they assume that the algae 
increase downstream at the maximum hypothetical growth rate under the input 
conditions and no allowance is made for mortality, poor physiological 
performance or consumption by animals. If the net rate of increase is actually 
slower than the model suggests then more time is required to bring about a 
finite increase in the population; that is, the river must have flowed still 
more slowly on average to permit the observed downstream increment to have 
taken place!

Nevertheless, it is the fact that the inferred mean rates of flow are so 
low. While there is no unique velocity through any given channel section, the 
Manning Equation provides a useful estimate of mean hydraulic velocity, U:

U = 1.5 (A/P)(s/rp)i

where A is the cross-sectional area of the water filled channel, P is the 
wetted perimeter of the section, s is the gradient and r̂  is the surface 
roughness (roundly, the effective height of projections from the bed). If we 
substitute into this equation appropriate values for A, P and s approximated 
from Table I and Fig. 4 and estimate the roughness factor, U can be solved very 
approximately for the sampling occasion to increase from the range 0.18 - 
0.27 ms  ̂above Llandinam to 0.7 - 1.4 m s  ̂at Montford. The latter may 
well be exaggerated against the calculation of discharge divided by channel 
section for the corresponding occasion: 0.17 - 0.77 ® s  ̂at Montford Bridge;



corresponding data have also been calculated for Abermiwl: 0.04 - 0.25 m s ^.
At each point, a wide range of instantaneous velocities is to be expected but 
the mean discharge through the cross section is, instantaneously, unique. The 
main deduction is, then, that the algae are telling us either that the water is 
travelling less rapidly than our measurements would indicate, or that some of 
the water is detained upstream "in store" and, hence, liable to support the 
products of that further growth. This is precisely the hypothesis we wished to 
test.

3.3 Velocity structure and algal distribution

3.3-1- Investigations on the Montford Reach

A preliminary investigation of the Montford section revealed several
points with marked disparities of flow (see Fig. 16). At the low discharge

3 “1obtaining (1 June 19 87: 9 m s  ) the riffle zones were not difficult to 
recognize: the boat grounded several times in the shallow water! Poorly 
flowing water is also easily observed close to the banks and downstream of 
emergent Phalaris patches: shedding vortices often marked a severe shear 
boundary. Elsewhere, further into the main channel, there were evident at this 
time, 'swarms' of Daphnia (water fleas) which, apart from their own movements, 
were not obviously drifting downstream. Spot measurements confirmed that the 
velocity was negligible. On a subsequent exploration in September, 1987. no 
Daphnia were in evidence but the same areas (marked on Fig. 16) were 
identifiable with the 'Aquatracka' apparatus as evidence of enhanced algal 
chlorophyll.

A 'permanent' transect ("MONTDP") was established to pass into one such 
low flow zone and this was subject to a series of later studies. Fig. 17a 
shows a carefully constructed velocity profile through the section: the 
greatest velocity is away from shore and bottom and is slightly excentric to
the west (the outside bend). The mean velocity through the section (A = 63.6
2 -1 3 - 1m ) was calculated to be 0.308 m s ; the discharge was 19.6 nr s .
On the right of the figure, towards the right-hand (eastern, inside bank) there
is a substantial loss of water 'moving' at rather less than 10 cm s
Comparison with the distribution of i-v chlorophyll fluorescence (Fig. 17b)
shows a gradation which coincides with certain features of the velocity
profile. The 'main flow' bounded by the 0.4 m s  ̂ (̂ O cm s )̂ contour
encloses fluorescence readings (arbitrary relevant units) of 1 .2 5 - 1 -35•
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